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QUESTION: 148 
Which of the following methods is wrong for the problem that the virtual machine in the 
desktop cloud cannot be logged in? 

A. The user logs in to the virtual machine through the VNC on the WI. 
B. Check by the connection check tool that comes with the virtual machine. 
C. Checking virtual machines with third-party security software 
D. Try to log in to other virtual machines with the same TC. 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 149 
How do users deal with the phenomenon of stuttering when using the desktop cloud? 
(multiple choice) 

A. Turn off the CPU, the process with high memory usage 
B. Restart the virtual machine and log back in to the virtual desktop 
C. Disable HDP related services in the service list 
D. Remove Access Agent  

Answer: A, B 

QUESTION: 150 
The sudden cloud device redirection and USB seeking targeting policy are turned off by 
default, but if the user Need to use a USB printer, you can open the policy configuration 
in the background, otherwise the VM can not make Use this printer. 



A. Yes 
B. No  
 
 
Answer: A 
 
 
QUESTION: 151 
The desktop cloud supports two redirection methods for U disk devices. Ie USB 
redirection and files Redirect. 
 
 
A. Yes 
B. No  
 
 
Answer: A 
 
 
QUESTION: 152 
After FusionAccess modifies the file redirection policy configuration, how can it be 
virtualized in the user? Effective in the machine? 
 
 
A. Immediately after saving the policy configuration 
B. Disconnect the reconnected user VM 
C. Refresh WI page 
D. Restart the HDC service  
 
 
Answer: B 
 
 
QUESTION: 153 
When using a desktop cloud peripheral, what is the recommended operation? 
 
 
A. Reload HDA 
B. Switching redirection mode 
C. Replace the drive 
D. Plug and retry  
 
 
Answer: A 



QUESTION: 154 
If the copy speed of the U disk is very slow, the following method is preferred to 
increase the copy speed. degree? 

A. Profile Redirection 
B. Unplug the U disk 
C. Restart the user virtual machine 
D. Restart TC  

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 155  
FILL IN THE BLANK 
After major operations on FusionAccess, the system may be abnormal. 
Need to be backed up and restored, is the correct statement about the fallback recovery? 

Answer: Pending. Please put your suggestions to support@illeams.com  
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